
1The syllabus components are not mutually exclusive.
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CHECKLIST FOR CONSTRUCTING A SYLLABUS1

Wilhelmina E. Perry

I. Substantive Considerations
1. Rationale

conveying importance of course

2. Goals/Objectives
indicating teacher’s purposes and areas of
intended student learning

3. Overview
suggesting the organization and
integration plan of the course

4. Topics/Questions
providing the focal points and themes of
the course

5. Timetable
reflecting the sequencing principles and
pace of the course

6. Prerequisites, the level of course, Standard Identifiers
informing the student about Course
Level, difficulty, and the College status of
the course

II. Considerations of Instructional Program or Format
(Intended Teaching/Learning Process)
7. Materials

spelling out valuable learning tools (e. g.,
textbooks, reading lists, study questions,
other handouts, special equipment to be
purchased and approximate cost)

8. Class Activities
describing instructional and Operations
ways by which the teacher will engage
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the student in the educational process;
ways by which the student will
participate in the classroom community;
plans for review sessions

9. Special Class Assignments
clarifying special requirements of the
course, indicating due dates for various
assignments, and stating the possibility, if
so, of options

10. Office Conferences
suggesting appropriate matters for office
conferences and stating whether they are
required, requested or just encouraged

III. Policies and Ground Rules
11. Attendance Policy

expressing teacher’s reactions to absences
and tardiness

12. Testing Practices
describing the staging of tests, test
formats, policy about impromptu tests,
frequency, source of test items, expected
outcomes, how tests are to be used, etc.

13. Possibilities for Make-Up
stating if a student can compensate for
delays, as in testing, and dates for make-
up

14. Student Responsibilities
spelling out areas in which students are
expected to take the initiative

15. Miscellaneous
e. g., requiring appointments for office
hours, posting final grades, indicating
conditions for official withdrawal,
making known attitude toward student
phone calls to faculty member’s home
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IV. Grading/Evaluation Criteria and Practices
16. Expectations about Quality of Work

identifying standards and minimal
performance in the assessment of
students, and recognizing frequent
stumbling blocks in the course (e. g.,
whether grammar counts)

17. Penalties for Plagiarism and Cheating
making clear how teacher will handle
dishonesty on exam, “borrowing” of
previous papers, etc.

18. Basis of Final Grade
making clear goal priorities and the
components of the course grade; how
various activities and assignments are
considered in computing the grade, what
explicitly constitutes A, B. C, D, F, and
what are reasons for ultimate decisions

19. Miscellaneous
listing conditions justifying “exceptions”;
policy about assigning incompletes,
curving grades, or extra-credit work, etc.

V. Special Notes setting a desired tone for classroom
interaction and suggesting how flexible
the course plan is


